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chemical excitation of a Rh complex covalently tethered
to the 5� terminus of the double helix. The results indicate
that even the relatively “inaccessible” histone-packaged

Damage Control of DNA in
Nucleosome Core Particles:
When a Histone’s Loving, Protective DNA is unprotected from oxidation by the photochemi-

cally excited noncovalent Rh complex and that oxidationEmbrace Is Just Not Good Enough
occurs not only at the GG sites but also randomly over
the DNA double helix.

The salient result of the research is that the histone-
packaged DNA possessing the Rh complex covalently
bound to the 5� terminus of the double helix is nearly

Packaging DNA into nucleosome core particles gener- the same in the presence or absence of histones. This
ally offers protection from damage by molecules dif- observation is consistent with an identical intercalation
fusing in solution. However, on page 403 of this issue, of the Rh complex into the double helix and an identical
Barton and coworkers report that although noncova- charge transport for both the histone-packaged DNA
lently bound, activated Rh (Rhodium) does not readily and the “unpackaged” DNA. It is striking that, despite
bind within nucleosomal DNA, activated Rh that is co- the large number of factors that could have potentially
valently tethered to the 5� terminus of a histone-asso- led to a difference between the two systems, the pattern
ciated oligonucleotide oxidizes guanine bases from a of oxidation of the guanine is relatively unchanged by
distance of up to 24 base pairs, demonstrating that DNA packaging by histones. An interesting feature of
histones do not protect DNA from long-range damage this system is that oxidation is observed for the GG1,
from the transport of charge through stacked bases. GG2, GG3, and GG4 sites but not for the GG5, GG6,
This implies that oxidative damage generated on DNA and GG7 sites. This result indicates that the range of
in vivo may spread from an initially damaged site to transportation of oxidative charge through DNA is lim-
distal sites. Once created, such sites may persist and ited; however, the effects of charge transport and dam-
be resistant to repair because of the protective pack- age were detectable for a distance of 24 nucleotide base
aging by histones; they thus may result in permanent pairs from the initial source of oxidation.
mutations. These results have implications for the damage and

repair of DNA that is bound to nucleosome core parti-
An obvious feature of the classical model of the DNA cles. For example, nucleosomes are considered to
double helix is the strong �-orbital overlap that inspires “package” DNA in cells, and the notion of packaging
images of the possible role of the DNA double helix as a implies protection. However, this report demonstrates
“�-way” for charge transport [1]. The issues surrounding that electron transfer processes that employ the base
charge transfer have attracted the attention of chemists pair stack as a path for long-range charge transfer that
and biochemists for decades [2]. One issue is the ability damages can override the nucelosome’s protective
of the double helix to serve as a “passive” wire to con- function and embrace.
duct charge from a donor site to an acceptor site. A
second issue is the ability of the double helix to serve
as a reactant during the charge transfer process. Typi-
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cess and the possible role of the double helix in “syn-
thetic” systems, it is natural to investigate the possible
relevance of charge transfer in biologically relevant sys- Selected Reading
tems. In particular, the DNA in cells is typically “pack-
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